Abstract. The investigation of therapeutic protein drug-drug interactions has proven to be challenging. In May 2012, a roundtable was held at the American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists National Biotechnology Conference to discuss the challenges of preclinical assessment and in vitro to in vivo extrapolation of these interactions. Several weeks later, a 2-day workshop co-sponsored by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the International Consortium for Innovation and Quality in Pharmaceutical Development was held to facilitate better understanding of the current science, investigative approaches and knowledge gaps in this field. Both meetings focused primarily on drug interactions involving therapeutic proteins that are pro-inflammatory cytokines or cytokine modulators. In this meeting synopsis, we provide highlights from both meetings and summarize observations and recommendations that were developed to reflect the current state of the art thinking, including a four-step risk assessment that could be used to determine the need (or not) for a dedicated clinical pharmacokinetic interaction study.
INTRODUCTION
The increase in the clinical use of therapeutic proteins (TPs) has drawn attention to the potential for drug-drug interactions (DDIs) between TPs and small molecule (SM) drugs or TP-DDIs. With respect to pharmacokinetic interaction, systemic pro-inflammatory cytokines released during infection, inflammation, or cancer are known to suppress key SM drugmetabolizing enzymes, such as cytochrome P450s (CYPs). This results in decreased clearance of SM substrates of the affected CYPs (1) . Recently, treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients with tocilizumab, a monoclonal anti-IL-6 receptor antibody was shown to desuppress (or normalize) CYP3A4-mediated clearance of simvastatin by just over 2-fold (2) .
Regulatory interest in TP-DDIs has increased in recent years, and a variety of reviews and workshops have identified some of the knowledge gaps (3) (4) (5) . On 25 May 2012, a 1.5-h roundtable entitled "Challenges in using in vitro and preclinical in vivo systems for assessing TP-DDI" was held at the National Biotechnology Conference (NBC American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists (AAPS)) in San Diego, CA. In vitro, in vivo, and in vitro to in vivo extrapolation aspects were considered and emerging data and ideas were presented. Several weeks later, on 4-5 June 2012, a workshop, co-sponsored by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the International Consortium for Innovation and Quality in Pharmaceutical Development (IQ Consortium), was held in Silver Spring, MD to facilitate understanding of new investigative approaches and identify the remaining challenges in TP-DDI evaluation. During the workshop, invited experts from academia, regulatory agencies, TP-DDI Working Groups (on In Vitro and Population Pharmacokinetic (PK) assessment, respectively) Fig.  1 , and member companies of the IQ Consortium shared recent experience, discussed challenges, and debated best practices for preclinical and clinical approaches to the prediction and clinical assessment of TP-DDI (with changes in PK as surrogate for interaction). The main focus was on TPs that are pro-inflammatory cytokines or cytokine modulators. Here, we summarize the key discussion points from both meetings and the recommendations from the workshop. Two white papers from the IQ's TP-DDI Working Groups are currently in preparation.
AAPS NBC ROUNDTABLE: CHALLENGES IN USING IN VITRO AND IN VIVO SYSTEMS FOR ASSESSING TP-DDI
Three presentations on the current status of TP-DDI were followed by a panel discussion with the audience. Key questions included whether in vitro data could be "actionable" with respect to defining the need for a clinical DDI study, whether the acute phase response protein C-reactive protein (CRP) could be used as a potential biomarker for CYP modulation in inflammatory disease, and whether TP-DDI could be quantitatively predicted from preclinical data and what clinical DDI study designs were appropriate.
In Vitro Challenges
The roundtable highlighted a key challenge with current in vitro systems, namely whether such data are actionable. For example, in isolated human hepatocytes, although the suppression of CYP3A4 and CYP1A2 by IL-6 is well established, recent publications have revealed some key limitations in the predictive value of the model (6) (7) (8) . The human hepatocyte model is now being applied to new cytokine targets such as the pro-inflammatory cytokine, IL-23. New data were presented showing that IL-23 in human hepatocyte culture did not suppress CYPs. This was proposed to be due to the lack of IL-23 receptor expression on hepatocytes. Since IL-23 might have an indirect effect on CYPs mediated by immune modulatory cells, a long-term co-culture system with human hepatocytes and Kupffer cells was established. In this system, a positive control, the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-1β, caused a Kupffer cell and concentrationdependent secretion of IL-6 and IFN-γ, but no such effect was observed when cells were incubated with IL-23. A strong effect of IL-1β on the activity of CYP3A4 was observed and this effect was dependent on the presence of Kupffer cells. As expected, IL-23 had no effect on CYP3A4 in vitro. These data illustrate the dichotomy between direct effects of a single cytokine and potential indirect effects mediated by stimulation of the release of additional cytokines. This study showed that a lack of relevant pro-inflammatory cytokine receptors on hepatocytes or Kupffer cells may preclude a direct effect of the cytokine on CYP activity. These IL-23 in vitro data were recently corroborated (9) . The presence or absence of relevant cytokine receptors on hepatocytes or Kupffer cells may therefore be a valuable piece of biological information that can be used along with knowledge of the disease indication to discern a path forward for the investigation of TP-DDI.
In Vivo Challenges
While many preclinical CYP suppression studies have used lipopolysaccharide (LPS) endotoxin to induce an acute phase response in vivo (10) , there are few studies on the ablation of CYP suppression by rodent-specific anti-cytokine antibodies in rodent models of inflammatory disease (11) (12) (13) . One common feature which links preclinical in vivo LPS-mediated CYP suppression studies and clinical disease treatment effects on CYP3A is that the upper limit of CYP activity changes is generally about 2-3-fold. As such, the first challenge for in vivo assessment is that the magnitude of the effect is smaller than conventional CYP induction and inhibition. At this level, TPDDIs are only a concern for victim drugs with a narrow therapeutic index.
A hypothesis was advanced that inflammatory disease treatment effects on an inflammation biomarker, CRP, may help predict the likelihood of a measurable clinical effect of a disease treatment on CYP-mediated drug clearance (5) . In the tocilizumab-simvastatin clinical drug-disease interaction study (2) , CRP levels in RA patients dropped from relatively high values (40-50 mg/L) to near the upper limit of normal value of 3 mg/L. IL-6 is an important cytokine in the human liver (14) and one of its primary effects is the secretion of CRP by hepatocytes (15) . Supplementary genomic data (5, 16) and some clinical studies (2, (17) (18) (19) (20) have all revealed a relationship between CYP3A and CRP or IL-6. Data were presented where CRP changes in 19 selected inflammatory disease clinical studies were compared to CRP changes observed in the tocilizumab-simvastatin study in patients with RA. Key conclusions from the small number of studies examined were that tocilizumab in RA patients markedly reduced relatively high CRP levels to near baseline and that some indications, like psoriasis, had relatively smaller elevations of CRP in the untreated population.
One premise regarding the CYP effects that occur due to treatment of inflammatory disease is that the change will not exceed the difference between the expression of CYP in the inflammatory disease population and normal individuals. It is a challenge therefore that large-scale clinical studies or metaanalyses that benchmark CYP suppression in a well-characterized inflammatory disease population are not available. As such, the last challenge for in vivo assessment is that drug-disease interactions must be investigated in the disease population, and there are few, adequate, and well-controlled clinical examples of TP-DDI to enable in vitro-in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) assessments. This challenge, coupled with the limitations in existing preclinical models (7, 8) , suggests that an alternative methodology to assess TP-DDI risk is needed. If hepatic responses to inflammatory disease revolve primarily around IL-6, then CYP effects might be predictable based on trial population averages of pre-and post-treatment CRP levels. Consequently, it was proposed that the risk of CYP-related TP-DDI may eventually be ruled out for certain disease indications like psoriasis, where the hepatic CRP response to systemic manifestations of psoriatic inflammation may not be as large (8) . Clinical investigation may be indicated when mean or median CRP changes are above some yet to-be-determined threshold. Additional clinical studies on diverse inflammatory cytokine targets and in diverse indications are needed to discern whether CRP changes and disease indication are valid predictors of clinically measurable drug-disease interactions.
IVIVE Challenges
The limited amount of data on clinically significant TP-DDI is likely due to the modest magnitude of interactions which makes detailed concordance analysis of in vitro and in vivo findings a challenge. Adding to this challenge, current in vitro systems may not be sophisticated enough to capture the complex nature of TP-DDI as clinically observed TP-DDIs may involve indirect effects of multiple cytokines, are pharmacodynamics-based, may involve complex signaling among different types of cells and be dependent on the health or disease status of the patients. The indirect, complex, and pharmacodynamics-based TP-DDIs are illustrated by the following examples.
Methotrexate, an immunomodulator, decreases the clearance of several anti-TNFα TPs including infliximab (21), adalimumab (22) , golimumab (23) , and certolizumab pegol (24) , presumably through the suppression of immunogenicity. However, methotrexate does not affect the systemic exposure of the anti-TNFα fusion protein etanercept (25) . The mechanism underlying these different effects is poorly understood.
In another example, both muromonab-CD3 and basiliximab, when co-administered with cyclosporine, increase its concentration in blood (26, 27) , but they cause this TP-DDI through different mechanisms. Muromonab-CD3 can induce a limited "cytokine storm" after the first injection which releases cytokines such as TNF-α, interferon, and IL-2 (28). It is known that IL-2 can suppress CYP3A under in vitro (29) (30) (31) , ex vivo (32), and in vivo settings (33) , which may explain the muromonab-CD3-cyclosporine interaction. Basiliximab, in contrast, binds to the IL-2 receptor (IL-2R) on activated T cells. It has been hypothesized that basiliximab displaces IL-2 from the IL-2R, and that displaced IL-2 may act on CYP3A (27) .
Another significant challenge for IVIVE is that in vivo studies are often confounded by a myriad of factors, such as disease status, immunogenicity, concomitant medications, and target-mediated drug disposition. Currently available in vitro systems, unfortunately, cannot recapitulate these conditions, although attempts have been made to retrospectively construct IVIVE for IL-6 (34), which is currently the only inflammatory cytokine that has both in vitro and clinical data.
THE FDA-IQ CONSORTIUM CO-SPONSORED TP-DDI WORKSHOP
Over 70 representatives from industry and regulatory agencies and invited speakers from academia attended the 2-day workshop. Industry, academic, and regulatory perspectives were shared through 14 presentations, 2 panel discussions, and an audience poll. Two working groups comprised of members from IQ Consortium, regulatory and academia, the "In Vitro TP-DDI" Working Group and the "POP-PK TP-DDI" Working Group (see Fig. 1 ), presented their collective output. White papers summarizing Working Groups' perspectives and specific details of the meeting, including a summary of the polling results, are currently in preparation.
Observations on Clinical TP-DDI
Understanding the clearance mechanism(s) for an investigational SM or TP is the basis for assessing potential for PKoriented TP-DDIs. Clearance mechanisms for SMs and TPs are quite different. For SMs, clearance mechanisms often involve biliary and renal excretion as well as hepatic metabolism. For TPs, clearance mechanisms are often specific target-mediated, Fc receptor-mediated (for monoclonal antibodies or antibody fragments/fusion proteins), or nonspecific receptor-mediated endocytosis, immunogenicity-mediated clearance, and renal metabolism. Three elements can be considered in assessing TP-DDIs: a perpetrator, a victim, and a mediator (disease state, immunogenicity, or target physiology) (Fig. 2) . & A SM or TP (as the perpetrator) may interact with a TP (as the victim) by influencing its distribution via alteration of target physiology or target-mediated disposition. For example, tumor uptake of trastuzumab decreases with concomitant administration of an anti-VEGF antibody. Mechanistic studies suggested that the observed changes in tumor uptake were attributable to the reduction in both tumor blood flow and vascular permeability to macromolecules (35) .
Mechanisms for many TP-DDIs are still poorly or partially understood, and these mechanisms are likely to be more complex than the few listed above. An in-depth understanding of the clearance pathways involved in the disposition of victim drugs and the pharmacological effects of perpetrator drugs in the specific disease setting is needed to develop a meaningful TP-DDI assessment plan.
Population PK Modeling Approach for Assessing TP-DDI
Since most of the observed TP-DDIs are discerned under specific disease-mediated conditions, clinical TP-DDI studies are usually conducted in patients rather than healthy subjects. Population PK modeling (36) provides a feasible approach for TP-DDI assessment as it allows less intensive sampling, incorporation of TP-DDI assessment in larger phase 2 and 3 trials involving relevant patient populations, integration of data generated from multiple studies during different development phases, and evaluation of the effect of combined "perpetrators" on a TP and potentially the effect of a TP on co-medications when the analysis is pre-specified and concentrations of the comedications are assayed. Historically, the population PK approach has most often been used in an exploratory manner and it serves as a powerful tool for screening purposes, ruling out TP-DDIs or identifying unexpected interactions for further characterization in dedicated TP-DDI studies (37) . Over the last decade, experience has accumulated and the methodology is maturing. The current population PK approach can also be used as a confirmatory tool in assessing TP-DDIs (38, 39) .
At the workshop, clinical trial simulation results and regulatory examples where population PK was used to develop DDI labels were presented that demonstrate the advantages and utility of pre-specified population PK as a tool for assessing TP-DDIs. The following observations emerged from the discussion:
& The population PK approach is an effective way to detect significant unexpected DDIs with SMs as perpetrators and confirm expected DDIs as the effect of concomitant medications can be incorporated as a covariate in the population PK model for assessing TP-DDIs involving a number of SMs (40, 41) .
& The population PK approach may provide valuable information on perpetrator effects of a TP on a SM or vice versa. When a priori information is available, the trial design can be prespecified and PK data of both SM and TP drugs can be collected. In such cases, the effects may be assessed for the TP either as a victim or as a perpetrator. When post hoc analyses are conducted where the PK of the concomitant medications is unavailable, it is not possible to determine the effect on the SM drug.
& It was noted that the current population PK-based modeling methodology (38, 39) , when used properly, can generate reliable results for confirmation purposes. The importance of prospective planning, proper study design, and the use of prespecified models in the analysis was emphasized. Additionally, a priori dialogue between FDA and the sponsor on the feasibility of using this approach is usually helpful. Further, the DDI assessment should be based on the 90% confidence interval of the DDI effect on the parameter of interest, not on its statistical significance in the model.
The POP-PK TP-DDI Working Group (Box 1) evaluated the performance of the population PK approach in TP-DDI assessments by conducting simulation studies. The results showed that, with adequate study design and analysis, the population PK approach can achieve the desired power for TP-DDI assessment using concomitant medications as covariates of clearance (CL). For a balanced study design with equal number of subjects in the study drug alone arm and combination arm, the sample size required for the population PK approach is similar to that for the noncompartmental analysis approach for the model drug tested. Increasing the number of subjects in one arm, however, can significantly increase the power of the DDI assessment. Under the simulated scenarios (at least 20% difference in CL), the chance of falsely concluding lack of DDI (type 1 error rate) is well controlled and the magnitudes of DDI are estimated with no bias. As the next step, the working group plans to evaluate how dosing error, PK sampling time error, and model misspecification affect Case studies were presented where the population PK approach has been used for regulatory decision making in DDI assessment. In some instances, the approach was utilized for dose adjustments for labeling purpose, and in another situation, it was used to alleviate the need for separate dedicated DDI studies. Of note, in many cases, however, DDI findings identified by the exploratory population PK approach did not end up in the labeling due to poor data quality or study design.
The challenges of using the population PK approach for DDI evaluation were also discussed at the workshop. A major challenge is that, unless properly designed and pre-specified in protocol design, the population PK approach applied to date usually assesses one-way interactions only (i.e., the effect of concomitant medications on PK of the investigational drug). This is because usually only the concentrations of the investigational drug are measured in the phase 2 and 3 trials. Unreliable or misleading drug interaction results may be concluded if the study is poorly designed and substantial amount of dosing/sampling times are missing or inaccurately recorded. Other confounding factors such as disease progression or other sources of variability (e.g., age/gender/race) that may affect the PK of the compound (investigational drug or concomitant medications) may also not be properly addressed.
In Vitro TP-DDI
The In Vitro TP-DDI Working Group (Box 1) presented the results of an initiative related to lab-to-lab variability and standard practices for industrial in vitro evaluation of cytokine-related CYPmediated TP-DDIs.
In addition to the challenges highlighted at the AAPS NBC Roundtable (i.e., whether in vitro data are actionable), the application of primary hepatocytes as a tool to predict DDIs between SMs and TPs currently has significant limitations (Fig. 3) . These limitations are different from those faced with SM DDIs, for which in vitro systems are generally well qualified (37, 42, 43) . For example, a fundamental concern regarding in vitro assessment of TP-DDI is that hepatocyte culture is an oversimplified system, which cannot reproduce the complex biology of in vivo disease states. Another unique aspect of TP-DDI is the potential heterogeneity and/or instability of the necessary biological reagents, and it is important to understand the biochemical characteristics of large molecule reagents for proper interpretation of results (7) .
The In Vitro TP-DDI Working Group (Box 1) pooled internal cross-company data on the suppression of CYP3A4 by IL-6. Although the suppression of CYP3A4 mRNA expression and activity by IL-6 was consistently observed, a large inter-hepatocyte donor and inter-lab variability in IC 50 values existed. This variability is likely due to both intrinsic inter-donor differences and the lack of a harmonized experimental design. Additionally, IC 50 values increased substantially with incubation time, possibly due to the downregulation of the IL-6 receptor in hepatocytes over the course of the experiment (7). The working group members shared and compared experimental methodologies and established a harmonized protocol with agreed-upon culture conditions for some critical parameters and controls. With this harmonized protocol, the IC 50 values for the suppression of CYP3A4 mRNA by IL-6 were similar across four of the six companies, with key media components influencing the outcome. The details of this work and a recommendation from the working group for in vitro conditions will be presented in a forthcoming white paper. The consensus view from the workshop was that the hepatocyte culture, as employed at the moment, may not be an appropriate system for quantitative TP-DDI prediction. Nevertheless, in vitro approaches are still useful for mechanistic studies, and continued investment in the development of more predictive in vitro platforms (e.g., coculture models) may be of value.
Regulatory Perspective on TP-DDI Assessment
Regulatory agencies including the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and the FDA have included recommendations on TP-DDI assessment during drug development in their guidances. The EMA guideline published in July 2007 entitled "Guideline on the Clinical Investigation of the Pharmacokinetics of Therapeutic Proteins" describes concerns about immunomodulators such as cytokines that have shown a potential for inhibition or induction of CYP enzymes thereby altering the metabolism of SM substrates of these enzymes. The guideline suggests that the need for in vitro and/or in vivo studies should be considered on a case-by-case basis (44) The FDA received comments from 27 individual companies, associations, and other interested parties on the new draft DDI Guidance during the public commentary period. Comments on the TP-DDI session included whether "pro-inflammatory cytokines" instead of "cytokines" should be the focus of the TP-DDI assessment. Based on the comments that FDA received, there appeared to be different opinions regarding the utility of in vitro models in predicting TP-DDIs. For example, some stated that in vitro or preclinical in vivo data could be useful on a case-by-case basis and studies performed in an appropriate in vitro model along with scientific justification can be used to guide decision for clinical DDI study; others proposed to remove the option of conducting in vitro studies to assess the effect of TP on a SM. Case studies and discussions from the AAPS NBC Roundtable and the FDA/IQ Consortium Workshop strongly suggest that existing in vitro and animal models have limited value in the prediction of clinical TP-DDIs. However, in vitro or animal models may be useful for mechanistic evaluation and scientific exploration of TP-DDI and are encouraged to build our knowledge base. The interpretation of Fig. 7 in the draft guidance was also discussed, and it was recommended that the "in vitro study" box in Fig. 7 of the guidance be removed in light of discussions on in vitro data limitations. Guidance comments were discussed at the workshop and will be considered by the FDA during the guidance revision.
CONCLUSION
These conference highlights show how the scientific community has responded to address gaps previously identified in the field of TP-DDI (3). The following observations and recommendations were developed to summarize the current state of the art thinking.
1. Evaluation of TP-DDI requires scientific diligence and is currently best done in clinical studies. The need for dedicated TP-DDI studies could be discerned by an assessment that involves four steps. First, consider the disease indication and biology, then the TP class of interest, followed by an analysis of risk related to concomitant medications, clearance mechanisms, and patient factors. Finally, these factors drive the clinical strategy that is devised (Fig. 4) . This way, a thorough understanding of relevant cytokines and their impact on CYPs in the disease setting, along with consideration of whether a mechanism exists for a novel TP to influence pro-inflammatory cytokines, can be used to determine whether a clinical study is necessary. When there is insufficient information for risk assessment, potential interactions could be explored in phase 2 studies using population PK approaches or relevant biomarkers. 2. Preclinical quantitative assessment of TP-DDI, either in vitro or in vivo, is not recommended at this time, but may be useful for mechanistic evaluation. Investment in exploration of TP-DDI mechanisms and new in vitro tools is encouraged. 3. A population PK approach may provide invaluable information such as confirmatory results on perpetrator effects of other TP or SM on the TP being studied if appropriate planning is performed in advance. Fig. 3 . Limitations of applying current isolated hepatocyte models to the assessment of cytokine effects on CYP enzymes Fig. 4 . Suggested four-step approach to assess TP-DDI risk for cytokine or cytokine modulator and effects on CYP enzymes 4. Future work on treatment-induced changes in levels of acute phase biomarkers and/or endogenous CYP substrates may help define the potential for clinically significant effects on CYP substrates.
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